
Solution Brief

Next-Level Security: 
Advanced Monitoring and Integration  
for DIFM Security Companies
As Do It For Me (DIFM) security companies strive to provide scalable, 
state-of-the-art solutions, they require advanced monitoring features that 
reduce false alarms and maximize system performance. Origin AI’s Home 
Monitoring solution meets these demands with its innovative WiFi Sensing 
technology, accurately detecting human motion patterns and filtering out 
non-human motion. It can be seamlessly integrated into DIFM security 
companies’ new and existing hardware, providing an enhanced, scalable, 
and reliable security system that delivers advanced monitoring capabilities 
and superior customer experience.

Scalability and Professional Installation
Origin AI’s Home Monitoring offers multiple options for integrating into 
existing security systems, providing DIFM security companies with a scalable 
and reliable security system that caters to a wide range of customers. 
The system’s flexibility in enabling advanced monitoring features allows 
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• Scalable solution
• Advanced monitoring 
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• Compatibility

Benefits
• Customized security 

solutions
• Reduced false alarms
• Enhanced market position
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DIFM companies to offer professionally installed and 
monitored services that meet diverse customer needs, 
from residential homes to small businesses. This 
versatility allows DIFM providers to expand their market 
reach and adapt to changing customer demands 
more easily.

Advanced Monitoring Features
With its innovative WiFi Sensing technology, the 
Home Monitoring solution delivers advanced intruder 
detection capabilities, such as non-line of sight 
sensing and high human detection accuracy. These 
features enable DIFM security companies to provide 
an enhanced security experience that reduces false 
alarms, improves overall system effectiveness, and 
offers added value to customers. By incorporating 
Origin AI’s Home Monitoring solution, DIFM companies 
can position themselves as leaders in the industry, 
offering cutting-edge security solutions that set them 
apart from their competitors.

Improved Market Position and 
Customer Loyalty
By offering a cutting-edge, scalable, and professionally 
installed security solution, DIFM security companies can 
strengthen their market position and foster long-term 
customer loyalty. The enhanced security experience 

provided by Origin AI’s Home Monitoring solution 
helps DIFM companies differentiate themselves from 
competitors and retain customers on their platform 
longer. In addition, the system’s advanced features 
and flexible integration enable DIFM providers to craft 
value-added service bundles either with or without 
new hardware, further enhancing their ability to deliver 
optimized offers for each of their target segments.

In conclusion, Origin AI’s Home Monitoring solution 
provides DIFM security companies with a powerful 
and scalable security system that flexibly integrates 
into existing systems and offers advanced monitoring 
features. By incorporating innovative WiFi Sensing 
capabilities, DIFM security providers can differentiate 
themselves from competitors, improve their market 
position, and foster long-term customer loyalty. 
Origin AI’s Home Monitoring solution enables DIFM 
companies to meet the diverse needs of their clients, 
from residential homes to small businesses, while 
delivering a cutting-edge security experience that 
drives customer satisfaction and business success.

About Origin AI
Origin AI revolutionizes WiFi usage by transforming signals into WiFi Sensing technology. Harnessing AI, we analyze signal disruptions 
caused by daily activities to provide valuable insights for ISP, security, and IoT applications. Key features include Motion, Presence, 
Falls, and Breathing AI engines, each offering industry-leading accuracy. Our competitive advantages include non-line of sight 
sensing, high accuracy, elimination of wearable devices, and simple plug-and-play deployment. Origin WiFi Sensing runs 100% on 
the edge, ensuring superior security through end-to-end encryption and efficient software requiring minimal CPU resources. Easily 
embeddable into most WiFi devices, our solution adheres to industry-leading security protocols. Experience the transformative power 
of Origin AI and enhance your business with smart, secure WiFi Sensing solutions. WiFi can do more.
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